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 Classifying is a way of sorting things. When you 

sort things by how they look, you are classifying. 

You are also classifying if you sort things into 

groups that are similar. You can classify anything.

  If we classify animals, we might sort them many 

ways. We can sort by how many legs they have. We 

can sort by size, shape, and color. We can sort 

them by if they have fur, scales, or feathers. We 

can sort by what kind of place they call home. 

There are so many ways to classify animals!

  If we classify plants, we can sort them many 

ways, too. We can sort them by their sizes, shapes, 

and colors. We can sort by if they make flowers or 

fruits. We can sort by where they are found or 

what kinds of leaves they have. There are many 

ways to classify plants!
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1.  Classifying is a way of __________ things.
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Classifying

A sorting eating taking breaking

NAME
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B C D

A colors sizes homes flowersB C D

2.  Which of these is NOT a way to sort animals?

A flowers rocks leaves fruitsB C D

3.  Which of these is NOT a way to sort plants?

A classify round up get giveB C D

4.  DEFINITION: to sort by how things look or what they are

A True FalseB

5.  Plants can be sorted by their kinds of leaves.
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ANSWER KEY
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Classifying

A sorting eating taking breakingB C D

A colors sizes homes flowersB C D

2.  Which of these is NOT a way to sort animals?

A flowers rocks leaves fruitsB C D

3.  Which of these is NOT a way to sort plants?

A classify round up get giveB C D

4.  DEFINITION: to sort by how things look or what they are

A True FalseB

5.  Plants can be sorted by their kinds of leaves.

1.  Classifying is a way of __________ things.
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